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THE NEW PATH. 

Vou. I1.] DECEMBER, 1865. | No. 12. 

SCIENCE IN ITS RELATIONS TO ART. 

[ CONCLUDED. | 

In drawing or painting, the need of be able to tell something of the geology 

scientific knowledge is equally if not of the region which he is about to 

more apparent. We here are obliged paint. By knowing what is beneath 

to represent forms and distances on a_ the surface he will be able to paint its 

flat surface. To do this we require all exterior more correctly. By knowing 

the knowledge we needed in sculpture, what produced those elevations and de- 

and more too. When we look out ona pressions he will be able more readily 

landscape we really see it as if it were a to represent their form and appearance. 

flat surface, but our eye has been so ed- He must know something of botany too, 

ucated by experience that we at once to give to us a forest, with all its varie- 

place every object at its proper distance, ties of trees, of plants, and of mosses, to 

and seem to really see the distances. represent a meadow with its tall reeds 

It requires a great deal of knowledge and grasses and its brilliant summer 

to undo, as it were, all that we have flowers, or a brookside, with its creep- 
learned, and place this landscape again ing vines and its overhanging bushes. 

on a flat surface, but yet in such away In order to paint plants as they grow, 

that other eyes will still get the correct he must know how they grow. “But,” 

idea of distance. To do this we must some one will say, ‘this is all very well 

learn the science of perspective. There for those who paint things as they 

have been painters who have represent- ought to be; what we want is merely 

ed landscapes with an approximation to paint things as they are, or rather as 

to correctness without ever having for- weseethem. Why, then, if we wish to 

mally studied the laws of perspective, paint an object in nature, is it not better 

but they had grasped the subject intui- for us to sit down before it and go to 

tively and had learned its laws from ex- work? One eye will tell us all that we 
perience. Their capacities were such require. Should we not be rather led 

as not many artists can hope to possess. astray, than guided, by science, and 

The painter of men and of animals is paint what we suppose should be there 
obliged to know as much of anatomy rather than what is really there?” 
and of mechanics as was necessary for To such an one we would say, No. If 

the sculptor. The painter of landscapes you expect to see certain appearances 

must have a far wider range of knowl- under certain circumstances you will the 

edge. There is no natural science that sooner notice their absence. If you are 
will come amiss to him. In order to aware of the particular mode of growth 
give to us the appearances of the rocks of any plant you will at oncenotice any 

and the distant mountains, the lovely irregularity or singularity about its 

valleys and the pleasant plains, he must growth. Instead of seeing there what.
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you would suppose ought to be there, not to fall into the error of making too 

your eye is immediately struck by the quick generalizations from our know]l- 

absence of what you would expect. edge of phenomena. 

Let us suppose that two equally con- Mr. Herbert Spencer cites Mr. Lewis 

scientious artists, both desirous of giv- and Mr. Rossetti as making this kind 
ing the truth, go out to draw the same of mistake. 

blackberry bush. One of them is as Right appreciation of works of art 

ignorant of all plants and of blackberry as well requires scientific knowledge. 

bushes in particular, as most artists are, To perceive the full value and beauty 
knowing nothing but what he has and worth of things made, it is neces- 

picked up here and there by experience. sary to understand what difficulties 

The other isone who has a tolerably were to be overcome, and what ends 

thorough knowledge of botany, who were to be sought. Nature must be 

knows the general character and habits known before she can be thoroughly ap- 

of blackberries—the manner in which preciated. Only he who has sought in 

they usually grow, their peculiarities of her the great secrets which she con- 

leafage and fruitage, the relative tains, who has studied her in all her 

strength of the branches, and what sort varied manifestations, can really know 

of a curve the load of fruit would give her beauties, can really see for himself, 

to the pliant stem. In the same space or point out to others, the many wonder- 

of time, which artist will give us the ful and lovely things which she enfolds. 

truest, most complete, most finished And how much more in Art. If we 

picture of the bush, the ignorant or the require taught and enlightened eyes to 

scientific painter? Evidently, the latter. see what is offered to the view of all, — 

He at once sees the bush in its ensem- do we not require a gaze similarly 

ble, not as a picture to the eye, but as strengthened and sharpened to perceive 

a living, growing being, with a purpose the spirit and intention of what Art 

and a design in each of its parts. He offers to us as her interpretation of na- 

first catches the detail and its varied ar- ture? Men, students of Art and Nature, 
rangement, and even if he has never present to us forms and images for our 

before seen this particular species of admiration and delight. None | but 

blackberry he has at the start an ad- those who have equal acquaintance 

vantage over his fellow laborer. The with the thing attempted to be done, 

other, drawing it as he’sees it before and the effect desired to be produced, 
him, may produce in time, butinalonger can really and thoroughly esteem and 

time, a good and correct representation judge of it as it deserves. No one so 

of the object, but apt to contain some well asthe mineralogist can perceive the 

errors. For there are in nature many endless beauties of nature’s crystalliza- 
doubtful and deceitful appearances, tions. Where others see dross, he sees 

which bear a double meaning to the un- the sparkling ore and the brilliant gem, | 
assisted eye, especially if viewed from with their innumerable glittering facets. 

only one spot. It is these double ap- No one but the botanist has that vivid 

pearances which it ig the especial duty and burning sense of the vegetable 

of scientific knowledge to explain, and marvels of the different zones. The 

to show which is the true one. reason is, perhaps, this. Where others 

Again, certain appearances are seen see a general beauty they see special 

under certain circumstances which are beauties. Where the uninstructed pass 

not seen under certain others. It often by with a glance and say “it is very 
requires very nice scientific knowledge beautiful,” or “grand,” or ‘ delicate,”
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those who have studied and thought ideas to flight. Here was one who was 

and reflected on the eternal laws of the greatest poet of modern Germany, 

things, see great wonders and astound- if not of modern Europe, who had a 

ing beauties in form and color and fineand thorough appreciation of paint- 

growth and habit. Ought not artists ing and music, yet who studied Science 

and art-workers to have some regard con amore and prided himself more on 
for those whose knowledge is great his optical discoveries and theories than 

and whose appreciation is equally great? on all else that he accomplished. His 

There they have their best public; theory in botany of the development of 

these are those whose approbation they ail parts of the plant from the leaf- 

should most desire. Then let them type, isone which has been abundantly 

paint, and draw, and carve, so as to verified, and which has gained for its 
please those who have made each special maker the thanks of all students of 

subject their study, and they will be thatscience. Da Vinci is another illus- 

sure of producing also all those lesser trious example. A tender and earnest 

beauties and more general effects which artist, he won the plaudits of his own 

please the lesser and more unlearned and succeeding ages by his pictures, 
minds, while at the same time they are He benefitted his countrymen by his 

instructing others and making them- scientific and mechanical learning and 

selves more useful. skill. He left behind him numerous 

There is no greater fallacy than to volumes on scientific subjects—unfortu- 

suppose that Science and Nature are at nately still unpublished—which antici- 

strife, that the scientific mind is less pated the discoveries of Galileo and Co- 

poetic. It is indeed possible that minds pernicus and even of modern geologists 
may be so constituted as to receive and which, without doubt, place him at 

knowledge, and merely take it in with the head of all scientific men of that il- 

no effect on their emotions. In them an _ lustrious age. Besides this, his “ Treatise 

excess of knowledge kills feeling. But on Painting,” both as to its objects and 

do not judge of all from afewrare and methods, is still the great and unequalled 

even doubtful cases. In most men, sci- thesaurus for its students. Such men 

entific knowledge, especially the broader are enough to show that the knowledge 

, and more thorough it is, increases and even the pursuit of Science, do not 

the poetic conceptions. Theirincreased necessarily interfere with the successful 

knowledge gives them new perceptions, development of the artistic spirit. But 

and with new perceptions their emo- itis sufficient for the purposes of the 
tional nature is more affected. Any artist that he should study science as a 

number of instances can be brought up mere auxiliary to his art, and not as an 

to show that science does not impair engrossing pursuit. Then, Science and 

the poetic spirit. The most that can Art will be found not to be at variance, 

be said is that it hinders the poetic ex- and the artist will be greatly benefitted 

pression. But thisis only in caseswhere and not at all injured. The power of 

Science is studied to the exclusion of art-expression will be increased, and the 

Art and other things, when Science is capabilities of art will be enlarged. 

the profession and the love of that per- The perceptive and appreciative faculties 

son. But that is no more the case of the public for whom art-work is de- 

with than any other absorbing pursuit; signed will be widened, and we shall 

where Science is studied as a subsidiary have not only a truer Art, but a greater 

to Art it has no such effect. The exam- love for it. One thing especially can 

ple of Goethe ought to put all such Art learn from Science, and that is, the
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mode of study. Science teaches hu- yet should ever strive to reach; they 

mility. Artis too often pursued with become too satisfied with what they 

pride. True Art isindeed always hum- have done and produced, The student 

ble, but most artists are men who have of Science perceives how little he has 

been accustomed to regard Art as dis- wrested from the great unknown, and 
tinct from Nature, and so plume them- is content to be patient and unwearied 

selves on what they suppose their own in the attempt to get more knowledge. 
and especially human achievements. Let the art-student look also on the il- 

They do not see that great abundance limitability of nature, and how little, 

and fulness of nature which their with his greatest efforts, he can express 

pictures will always come short of, but of it, and learn also suitable humility. 

NATIONAL MUSIC. | 

Mr. Eprror: It has been asked, dreamily, dying inflections, often light 

Whence comes the plaintive element of and lively; playful, but with a reserve 

American popular airs, and songs ? of expression, as if its joy, though nat- 

The answer requires a comparison of ural, was under some controlling influ- 

the music of all the races represented ence; the joy of full ripeness, and the 

here, for it isnatural that American mu- mellowing stage in power. In this 

sic, differing, as everything American- compare it with the Scotch melody ;— 

born does, from the foreign parent stock, see ‘“ Dr. Beattie on Poetry and Music” 

should still show somewhat of the influ- for the particulars of the four different 

ence of blood. And American music, kinds of Scotch music, ‘namely, the 

like the American people, shows traces sonthern melodies already noticed, the 

of most of the leading races of Europe, western or Gaelic airs, the northern or 

in such degree, as to bury all other in- Strathspey music, and the species of 

fluences beyond the sight of the ordinary brisk, exhilarating music distinguished 

observer. The one class that has at by the name of reel, or dancing music, 

present, and promises for the future, which cannot be cousidered as peculiar 

the most influence on American music, to any particular quarter.” Of a differ- 

is the Irish, And America may con- ent race, climate, and country, the 
gratulate herself that it is so, for the Scotch rises quickly, and easily, as on 

_Lyke Wake dirge is a worthy parent, the memory of great things; but loves 
though as yet not known to the opera, to dwell on the falling, weary inflec- 

and but little troubled with ‘‘thirds,” tion, as of great things accomplished, as 

“ fifths,” “ counterpoint,” &c.;—somuch of rest for the great, and none to repeat 

the better; we may well get strength their work; in this feeling of having 

to walk, before we go to the dancing- lived to “the days of little men,” Ossian 

school. | expresses perfectly the feeling and ex- 
To prove this claim of the Irish ele- pression common to both Scotch and 

ment, examine the principal kinds of Italian; a feeling that neither ever shakes 

music, classified for convenience sake, completely off, for any length of time ; 

by nations, though the classification and although the Scotch melody con- 

should be by races, but that many of tains a different humanity, a more social 

them are yet nameless. Thus the Ital- fellow-feeling, a sort of lie-close-and- 
jan (real, not German opera), skimming keep-warm expression, this is a very 

lightly over the notes, rather dwelling prominent feature, and one of its great- 
mm the languor ;—expressing, softly, est characteristics, and peculiar charms.
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Still, the gradual sinking from high all Irish, wake or jig, is so marked, that 

action to repose, is the most universal on hearing alot of old tunes for the first 

feeling of all the varieties of Scotch mu- time, the hearer had no difficulty in as- 

sic, from the Border melody to the signing each to its own nationality, 

‘‘ Wind that stirs the Barley.” In the whether Scotch fading, or Irish grow- 

Spanish airs, this ripeness, this thing ing. The energy of the Irish, is a point 

attained, and consequent sadness of ‘no of connection or similarity between that 

more worlds to conquer,” is quite and the Spanish; but the rising Aolian 

strong, and therein the Spanish contains swell, and the absence of any decaying 

an element in common with the Scotch, mellowness, of anything passé, is the 

and Italian. But the Spanish has alsoa Irish par excellence, the peculiar charm 

self-dependence, a pride, not found in of the “wake;” it tells of a race life 

the Scotch sociability, or the Italian still in its younger day, a vitality that 

light-hearted thoughtlessness. There is has more in the future than in the past. 

a strength and dignity, in this energetic The German, or Central European: 

self-assertion of the Spanish character, music, from Tyrol to Bohemia, presents 
that with never a great mercantile com- several varieties, but all agreeing in 

munity, has made its language, of words, their characteristics; they hop and 

scarcely second to any, for territorial jamp, from note to note, like the moun- 

extension, or universal use; when over- taineer, from crag to crag, with some 

run, it crops out through all other lan- little energy, though often weary, for 
guages of the present day. This innate the notes he strikes are as hard as the 

vim is strongly marked in Spanish music, crags he leaps upon; and a stranger to 

now pushing, and yearning, anon con- such life soon gets footsore, and longs 

trolled and reposing; this speaks arace for silence; truly, the German music 
life either more full and strong, more seems fond of cutting capers over rough 

intense and energetic, than Scotch or ground, of showing its agility, not 
Italian; or else less passé. grace, and consists more in movement 

The Irish comes to us, on the con- than in sound! Without self-control, 

trary, unlike the Scotch and Italian, whenever a new feat is proposed, it 

with their melancholy repose; it is wild, tumbles over the precipices, and breaks 
mournful, but hopeful, energetic; its its shins on the rocks blindly. Paying 

wildest regret and sorrow, is expressed little thought to yesterday or to-mor- 

on the rising inflection; the swelling row, it shows a race-life on its summit, 

sound passes from a lower toa higher and that not above the clouds. The | 

note, increasing in life and emphasis,— above applies from Switzerland to Po- 

vide “ The Last Rose of Summer.” The land. 
whole bearing of the thought is ex- The negro music of the Spanish Main 

pressed on the rising part of the spring, and Southern United States, has some 

the highest part of the leap is not yet energy and longing in accelerating mo- 

attained; whatever windfalls have tion, the swelling sound rising at the 
dropped, the sorrow for them is felt by last note, like the snap of a whip; a spas- 

fruit still growing; is none the less modic feature noticeable in the negro’s 

deep, and uncontrollable, because the laugh, but, in his music, refined and 
soul that feels it is in its youth, and not toned, till, when heard at a distance, 
yet accustomed to think of the decay to its effect is superior to the Jodle;— 

come, does not yet feel its old age begin which seems to be its European form, 

to press it into companionship with the though much overdone. 

departed. This energetic vim, felt in This seems a youthful and unripe state,
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that will mellow with time; but it has Juel” to the “Ung Soéman” and 

not the innate strength, the heavy force ‘ Kjarlighed med et frit mod,” shows 

of the Irish, nor the similar self-asser- much strength, swelling grandly, and 

tion of the Spanish; without the mourned falling with a fulness of satisfaction that 
past of the Italian and Scotch, it has leaves no room for hope or regret. 

with its hope of the future no definite There seems in this respect to be an 

wish, no determination; touching the element wanting in Scandinavian musie 
surface lightly, and with little self-con- that is not lacking in their poetry; but 

trol; hoping, but not intending, some in place of it, perhaps, may be put the 

undefined blessing; more inclined to falling to a low note, gradually to rise 

play with the present than to goon to with retarding motion, on the last 
the future, if speaks a race-life culmi- sound. This, if not a Norwegian pecu- 

nating, but without glory, and without liarity, is certainly a characteristic. 

sorrow; its plaintive tones are the sor- The whole of the Scandinavian musie 

row of to-day, mingled with to-day’s strikes its notes full, without reserve of 

pleasures; its hope is the reaction of a self-control, and with a long swinging 

light heart, between the moments of motion. Thewords Gamle Norgé seem 

discontent and ennui. to represent the whole scope of music 

The French music swells, and fades to a Norwegian. In speaking of this 

easily; its characteristic is, grace of Scandinavian music, the Jodle should 

motion, combined with sweetness of be excepted; it is the connecting link 

sound, full, with little or no reserve, between Sweden and Switzerland (see 

though some self-control. When plain- F. Bremer’s book on “ Switzerland”), 

tive it yearns for the existing, though and belonging to the mountains, is less 

absent or unattainable; its past is for- heard among the travelling part of the 

gotten, its future unheeded; rising and nation than the more purely national 

falling with equal grace, but little Avolian airs. There is, probably, in Sweden 

swell of the Irish, little Scotch longing still another musie to be found when 

regret, but perhaps more of the latier sought for, having a relationship to that 

than the former, especially in the airs of Central Asia. It should be wilder 
of Normandy; the airs of Provence than the Scandinavian, with more self- 
should be even lighter, more elastic, control and delicate perception than 

more like the Italian; the whole is the anything from Mont Blanc to the Mael- 

voice of a race-life, self-absorbed, pas- strém, though perhaps showing affinity 

sant ; rich in fancy and feeling, but of with the Cossack. Also, in Finland 

less energy than might have been ex- good music should be found, graceful in 

pected. . motion, and with some affinity to the 

The Scandinavian, from the huge Irish. But data on that, and all coun- 

anthems of ‘ Tordenskiol” and “Nils tries east of those mentioned are wanting. 

THE SIXTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION OF THE ARTISTS’ FUND 

SOCIETY. 

Iz any one should mistake this exhi- galleries. Different artists have sent 
bition for an exhibition of American art hither such different reports about them- 

‘of the period,” he would be led to se- selves, that no comparative estimate of 

riously misjudge that particular mani- individuals is possible, and no conelusions 

festation of humanity. American art,as can be formed respecting them as a body, 

it now exists, is not to be studied in these or their work as a whole. One painter has
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done his best, and sent it; another has still Truth. Whatever we may have had 

done his slightest and hastiest, and sent to say about gracefulness, beauty, inven- 
that. One has hunted among old can- tion, and composition; weakness and 

vases set face-to-wall about his studio, strength; paleness and glow ; awkward- 

and selected, finished up, and dispatched ness and skill—has always been subordi- 
the showiest ; one has allowed some ill- nate to the other more important con- 

advised friend to send a piece of his sideration of truthfulness. Indeed, these 

childhood’s work, which the ill-advised considerations are all contained in that 
friend has long had hanging on his one, truthfulness; for it is truth of com- 

dining-room wall; and still another has position we have urged, and truth of 

sent his summer’s studies, and trusted to conception and truth of general effect, 

the people who look to rightly estimate no less than the copying of natural forms 

their character, as studies, and to judge and hues in detail. 

them from the right point of view. The canons of art do not change. 

Obviously, we cannot form any con- None of the laws of the moral universe 
clusions about the present state of Amer- are less liable to changes of fashion than 

ican art. Obviously, we cannot say, they. Forms of error are various, and 

because one man is badly represented, manifestations of truth are many and 
that he has fallen off. Obviously, we different in the world of art ; that world 

shall not be able, from anything we see is not, in these respects, different from 

here, to decide for ourselves any of the other moral and physical worlds. But 

points that are in doubt. It will not be the spirit of truth and the spirit of error 

well to go through the exhibition and remain the same, and the changes of 

discuss in order the works which com- form are in a circle, and come constantly 

pose it. It would not be easy to con- back to the starting point. Many of the 

sider one man’s elaborate painting and painters whose works come before the 

another’s rapid sketch, in succession, people of New York paint more care- 

and yet avoid misleading the reader fully now than they did when the New 

toward a false relative estimate of the Paru began its work, more than two 

two artists. This is the danger always, years ago. Many of them have gained 

but it is a danger that must often be greater skill, better execution, profound- 

braved, and, if possible, overcome. This er knowledge. Some have taken the 

exhibition, however, offers too much of great step from carelessness to care. 

the nettle of danger, and too little of the Nearly all paint more to the purpose 

flower of safety. We are more than every year. The criticism of their work 

content to speak of afew pictures which is proportionally difficult. The just’ 

_  geem to us, from one or another reason, comparison in degree of merit between 

to call for criticism, and, without com- one painter’s work and that of another, 

paring one to another, to compare each when both are working well and doing 

to that standard of excellence by which nearly their best, is a very delicate and 

we think all works of art should be arduous task. It would be impossible 

tried. to perform it aright, but for the unvary- 

That standard, so far as the New ing and universally applicable standard 

Patx is concerned, remains what it has to which all their work is to be com- 

always been. It has never been low- pared—the standard of truth to Nature. 
ered ;—if it has been raised higher, it is Tried by this standard, the most pre- 

only because the people have grown and tentious works in this exhibition—the 

we have grown with them, and a higher biggest and brightest-colored—are found 

standard is possible. The standard is to be not the most valuable. And work
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that attracts but few gazers is found tobe the better, because the more truthful 
important. And yet not always so, for picture. 

there is in truthful work a popular side There is a truth of strength as well as 

as well, and an uninstructed or not alto- a truth of delicacy. There is a truth of 
gether misinstructed public may be trust- broad masses as well as a truth of deli- 

ed to see good in good things, though cate detail. There isa truth of “ general 

not, indeed, ad the good, and perhaps. effect”? and “tone,” as well as a truth 

not the greatest good. Mr. Chas. H. of local color, or a truth of simple form. 
Moore’s little picture, for instance, No. It has, indeed, always been our doctrine 

192, ““ Winter Study in the Catskills,” that delicacy, truth of detail and of local 
seems to be as popular as any picture in color and simple form are the first things 

the exhibition. Not only do the lookers which should engage an artist’s atten- 

look, but the talkers also talk and the tion; because we have always held that 

learned discourse, and nearly all the true strength comes only out of delicacy, 

talk and the discourse is in praise of the and that truth of broad masses comes 

charming picture. It is afortunate work only from a profound knowledge of de- 

of art, that unites so many suffrages in tail, and that truths of general effect and 

its favor. tone follow, and not precede, special 

And, tried by the highest standard, and local truths. But the study of these 
how admirable it is! It is the legitimate things, which, as we have said, should 
successor of the picture in the latest ex- engage an artist’s first attention, must 

hibition of the National Academy of lead an artist to knowledge of and power 

Design, “Study in the Catskill Valley.” over all the others, or the study will not 

There was no doubt possible that that have been wholly well directed. And 
picture was the best the painter could the best proof that could possibly be 
do; it was stamped with the impress of offered of the inherent force and univer- 
conscientious care and love of truth. sal applicability of those principles of art 

This picture was assuredly as carefully which we have always laid down, is the 

painted as that, but could not be more success of those artists who have reso- 

carefully painted; this is not more lutely obeyed those principles; their 

plainly than that was the fruit of the success, not only in painting the minute, 

most loving labor. But thisnew pieture delicate, and local truths with which 
is better than that of last spring, because they began, but in painting also the gen- 

more truthful; because, that is to say, eral, broad, and evanescent facts which 
telling the truth about Nature more ade- would seem the farthest from their 

quately and completely. The truth of reach. 

drawing is perhaps not greater in this Mr. Moore has succeeded in both. 

than in the former picture. The draw- That still greater success is to be expect- 

ing seemed alinost faultless in that one, ed for him hereafter—that he has by no 
and, as we look back now to our mem- means reached the crown of his art— 

ory of it, we are not able to say which that he is not an immortal painter yet, 

of the two pictures we should choose no one knows better than we know it. 

the rather to illustrate delicate and sub- The highest standard of landscape art is 

tle truth of drawing, unless the accurate not illustrated as yet by the practice of 

rendering of the lovely forms of the white any American painter. But the greater 
clouds decide the point in favor of this (or rather more complete) success which 

wintry scene. But in other respects, we speak of is, we think, more nearly 

as, for instance, in color and in grada- within his reach than that of any other 

tions of light and shade, this is by far painter who exhibits in New York, or
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Boston, or Philadelphia,—far as it may subject for talk and dispute. It will 

be yet beyond the reach of all, Mr. not be reached until the time shall come 

Moore included. For in this ‘‘ Winter when affectation shall be very much less 

Study” there is more accurate percep- common than now, and love of nature 
tion and more faithful rendering of all much more general; not until most of 

the facts of nature taken together, near the artists are working properly, and 

and far, small and great, distinct and most of the people interested in their 

vague, local and general, than in any work, and most of the critics doing what 

landscape picture of the past year by they can to help both artists and peo- 

any American artist, so faras we know ple. Therefore, we do not hope that 

or have seen. Mr. Moore will reach it, even in those 

It is in the highest degree hopeful moments when his picture seems the 
that, as Mr. Moore’s work grows more fairest and his way of work the most 

powerful, it becomes not less delicate, satisfying. We thank his picture that 
but even more minutely truthful in de- it makes the attainment of the ideal 
tail. There is an ideal of landscape art seem not so farin the future as it would 
which perhaps has never been reached seem without it, 
by human work. We have no wish to _— 
say or even hint that Mr. Moore is like- We heartily admire Mr. Thos. C. 
ly to reach that ideal. But it isto the Farrer’s picture, No. 279, ‘‘ Northamp- 

credit of his work that it makes that ton,” and yet it is, to us, rather a disap- 

ideal a little more conceivable. That pointment than a delight. It does not 
ideal is the perfect union of detail and seem to us to be hopeful. All that there 

general effect. Let us illustrate our has been good in Mr. Farrer’s landscapes 

meaning. We have often seen attempts, of the last three years, is bettered in | 

well intended, meritorious, powerful, this, but much that has been deficient 

to show together, on one canvass, foli- or faulty is as bad or worse than ever. 

age and herbage in the near foreground We cannot but feel, we repeat, less 

and on a large scale, and distant forest hopeful of Mr. Farrer’s future as a Jand- 

and mountain. We have never seen scape painter, than we felt before seeing 

the attempt succeed. The imaginable this last, most powerful, most impres- 

better thing is not vague or a dream, sive of the pictures he has exhibited. 

but is very positive, and always seems An artist generally has it in his own 

not impossible to realize,—that is, to power to bring to nought the prognosti- 

paint. The ideal of landscape is not cations of his critics, both for good or 

the submitting of special truths to gen- evil. It is foolish to prophesy very 

eral truths, but the full realization of all positively concerning the future of a 

the truths in perfect harmony with each man’s life and works, because there are 

other. The ideal of landscape is not a two elements that will go to make up 

correcting of nature, but a stopping that future, the natural talent of the 

short of the whole truth of nature, just man, which the critic may be able to 

so far as is made necessary by the physi- judge, and his power of work, which 

cal limitations of art, and a stopping last, though we have called it an ede- 

short in the best (@. ¢., the least injuri- ment, is really compound, being made 

ous) way. This ideal is, so far as we up of will, nervous energy, physical 

know, yet to be reached. It will not health, and circumstances, and which, 

be reached, probably, in a time when therefore, he cannot judge. So that 
art is nothing to the mass of the people, when a critic says that a picture is 
and to the connoisseurs little else than a hopeful or not hopeful, he means, or
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should mean, that it is itself promising And between the forests and the spec- 

or not promising; he should not mean tator the rich Northampton Meadows 

to predicate too positively the future of with great elms dotted over them like 

the painter he criticizes. skirmishers, stretch from the uplands to 

There is much of Mr. Farrer’s picture the banks of the smooth Connecticut, 
that is better than ever before—and that’ rich with varied color, and broken by 

is hopeful. There is much of it that is spots of shade. 

no improvement on past work of his, It seems to have been the attempt to 

even on work long past, and that is not get general truth of effect, in this pic- 

hopeful. This year’s exhibitions willnot ture, that has injured it, and made the 

decide, and next year’s exhibitions may foreground so very faulty as it is. The 

not decide whether the omens of good distance is distant and yet brilliant, and 

or the omens of ill will prevail. the middle distance is made to glow 

What a lovely sky! Distant, serene, with color;—but at a heavy cost. Ex- 
and pure, with white summer clouds, aggerated depth of shadow, giving 

which slowly rise from the horizon, and gloom which is actual blackness in many 

begin their solemn march across its blue places, and that at a distance of many 

breadth. From one point behind the hundred yards from the spectator, where 
green hill, which seems to be Mount Nature’s shadows are shadowy, indeed, 

Holyoke, the clouds have come into but are not black; clumps of trees in 

sight, scarcely above the horizon; they middle distance, in which there is noth- 

separate, and begin their course bythree ing like foliage or growth or lightness 

different principal routes, radiating like or ramification, but heavy, spungy 

a fan. It is very beautiful. And it is masses of vigorous green; isolated trees,. 

very true to Nature. It is not once nor which are in no way individual in char- 

twice, but many times in the course of acter, but stand about in scores, all 

every summer that those clouds fan out alike, radiating brush strokes below and 

from their starting-point on the horizon, spungy masses above; nearer trees in 

and spread across the sky. The belt of foreground, which are absolutely con- 

lower cloud in the centre of the picture ventional, and as like copies from Hard- 

seems to us not less truthful in inten- ing’s drawing book as a practised out- 

tion, but less successfully painted. On of-door workman could make them :— 

the other hand, the bank of mist which are the worst of the separate evils which 

lies along the distant hills in front of make up the unsuccessful, unbeautiful, 

' the spectator, and just beneath the belt untruthful foreground. 

of cloud we last spoke of, is wonderfully Not foolish or meaningless work, 

perfect in effect. observe. Work that would not be pos- 

The whole distance is charming. sible to any but an able and a practised 

Mount Holyoke, on the right hand, painter, but untrue, untrue to Nature, 

takes off the eye from much more bril- both in detail and a jortiori in general 

liant color in the foreground fields. The effect. A going astray not to be ace 
distant armies of forest, that seem to ex- counted for except, perhaps, by the 

tend their lines away to the mountain, comparison with this of much other 

where their strongest point is and their work contemporary with it, which this 

most compact array, are as truthful asthe exhibition does not afford us the oppor- 

sky, and are less beautiful only than it. tunity to make.
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A HERETIC SQUELCHED. 

Mr. Enrror: and Art exclusively with things as they 

In the article on “‘ Science in its Re- affect the human senses and the human 

lation to Art,” published in the present soul. Her work is to portray the ap- 

number of your Journal, I perceive pearances of things, and to deepen the 

that the writer does not apprehend the natural impressions which they pro- 

difference between the artist’s science duce upon living creatures. The work 

of aspects and mere abstract analytical of Science is to substitute facts for ap- 

science. Hence his mind is led into in- pearances, and demonstrations for im- 

finite confusion. He is equally incor- pressions. Both, observe, are equally 

rect and obscure in regard to the mean- concerned with truth; the one with 

ing of the word Art, evidently suppos- truth of aspect, the other with truth of 

ing that Art and Fine Art are identical. essence. Art does not represent things 

He says there is no “disagreement” falsely, but truly, as they appear to 

betwen Science and Art. Perhaps there mankind. Science studies the relations 
is not; but certainly they have nothing of things to each other; but Art studies 

in common. He says, “Science is only their relations to man; and it re- 

knowledge; Art is skill, Art is the quires of everything which is submitted 

means and method of applying what we to it imperativeiy this, and only this— 

know,” &e. what that thing is to the human eyes 

Now, without dwelling upon each and human heart, what it has to say to 

separate error of his argument, I can men, and what it can become to them: 
hardly do better than to quote what a field of question just as much vaster 

Mr. Ruskin has written with regard to than that of Science, as the soul is larger 

the relation between Science and Art, than the material creation. 

which, it seems to me, is quite exhaus- Take a single instance. Science in- 

tive of the matter, and directly meets forms us that the sun is ninety-five 

all the short-sightedness and error of millions of miles distant from, and 111 

the article in question. times broader than, the earth; that we 

“The grand mistake of the Renais- and all the planets revolve round it; and 

sance schools lay in supposing that thatitrevolves on its own axis in 25 days 

Science and Art were the same things, 14 hours and 4 minutes. With all this 
and that to advance in the one was ne- Art has nothing whatever to do. It has 

cessarily to perfect the other; whereas no care to know anything of this kind; 

they are, in reality, things not only dif- but the things which it does care to 
ferent, but so opposed, that to advancein know are these, that in the heavens God 

oneis, in ninety-nine cases out of the hun- has seta tabernacle for the sun, “* which 

dred, to retrograde in the other. Thisis is as a bridegroom coming out of his 

the point to which I would, at present, chamber, and rejoiceth as a strong man 

especially bespeak the reader’s attention. to runarace. Tis going forth is from 

Science and Art are commonly dis- the end of heaven, and his circuit unto 

tinguished by the nature of their ac- the ends of it, and there is nothing hid 

tions; the one as knowing, the other as_ from the heat thereof.” 
changing, producing, or creating. But This, then, being the kind of truth 

there is a still more important distinc- with which Artis exclusively concerned, 

tion in the nature of the things they how is such truth as this to be ascer- 

deal with. Science deals exclusively tained and accumulated? Evidently, 

with things as they are in themselves; and only, by perception and feeling; —
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never either by reasoning or report. other men. There is no great painter, 

Nothing must come between nature and no great workman in any art, but he 
the artist’s sight; nothing between God sees with a glance of a moment more 

and the artist’s soul. Neither calcula- than he could learn by the labor of a 

tion nor hearsay—be it the most subtile thousand hours. God has made every 

of calculations, or the wisest of sayings, man fit for his work. He has given to 

—may be allowed to come between the the man whom He means for a student 
universe and the witness which art the reflective, logical, sequential facul- 

bears to its visible nature. The whole ties; and to the man whom He means 

value of that witness depends on its for an artist the perceptive, sensitive, 

being eye-witness; the whole genuine- retentive faculties. And neither of these 

ness, acceptableness, and dominion of it men, so far from being able to do the 

depend on the personal assurance of other’s work, can even comprehend the 

the man who utters it. Allits victory the way in which it is done. The stu- 
depends on the veracity of the one pre- dent has no understanding of the vision, 

ceding word, ‘* Vidi.” | nor the painter of the process; but 

The whole function of the artist in chiefly the student has no idea of the 

the world is to be a seeing and feeling colossal grasp of the true painter’s vision 

creature; to be an instrument of such and sensibility. 
tenderness and sensitiveness that no The labor of the whole Geological 

shadow, no hue, no line, no instanta- Society, for the last fifty years, has but 

neous and evanescent expression of the now arrived at the ascertainment of 

visible things around him, nor any of those truths respecting mountain form 

the emotions which they are capable which Turner saw and expressed with a 

of conveying to the spirit which has few strokes of a camel’s-hair pencil 

been given him, shall either be left un- fifty years ago, when he was a boy. 

recorded, or fade from the book of re- The knowledge of all the laws of the 

cord. It is not his business either to planetary system, and of all the curves 

think, to judge, to argue, to know. His of motion of projectiles, would never 

place is neither in the closet, nor on the enable the man of science to draw a 

bench, nor at the bar, nor in the lib- waterfall or a wave; all the members 

rary. They are for other men and of Surgeons’ Hall helping each other 

other work. He may think in a by- could not at this moment see, or repre- 

way; reason, now and then, when he sent, the natural movement of a human 

has nothing better to do; know such body in vigorous action, as a poor 

fragments of knowledge as he can gather dyer’s son did two hundred years ago. 

without stooping, or reach without (Tintoret). 

pains; bnt none of these things are to But surely, it is still insisted, grant- 

be his care. The work of his life is to ing this peculiar faculty to the painter, 

be two-fold only ; to see, to feel. he will still see more as he knows more, 
Nay, but, the reader perhaps pleads and the more knowledge he obtains, 

with me, one of the great uses of knowl- therefore, the better. No; not even so. 

edge is to open the eyes, to make things It is indeed true, that here and there a 

perceivable which never would havebeen piece of knowledge will enable the eye 

seen unless first they had been known. to detect a truth which might other- 

Not so. This would only be said or wise have escaped it; as, for instance, 

believed by those who do not know in watching a sunrise, the knowledge 

what the perceptive faculty of a great of the true nature of the orb may lead 

artist is, in comparison with that of the painter to feel more profoundly, and
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express more fully, the distance be- Half our artists are ruined for want 

tween the bars of cloud that cross it, of education, and by the possession of 

and the sphere of flame that lifts itself knowledge; the best that I have known 

slowly beyond them into the infinite have been educated and illiterate. The 

heaven. But, for one visible truth to ideal of an artist, however, is not that 

which knowledge thus opens the eyes, it he should be illiterate, but well read in 

seals them to a thousand: that is to the best books, and thoroughly high-bred, 

say, if the knowledge occur to the mind both in heart and in bearing. In a 

so as to occupy its powers of contem- word, he should be fit for the best so- — 

plation at the moment when the sight- ciety, and should keep out of w.” * 
work is to be done, the mind retires in- | So much for the relation of Science 
ward, fixes itself upon the known facts, to Art. Let us now hear Mr. Ruskin’s 
and forgets the passing visible ones; definition of ‘‘ Fine Art.” 

and a moment of such forgetfulness “Tt would be well if all students 
loses more to the painter than a day’s would keep clearly in their mind the 
thought can gain. real distinction between these words 

What, then, it may be asked indig- which we use so often, ‘ Manufacture,’ 

nantly, is an utterly ignorant and un- ‘Art,’ and ‘Fine Art.’ ‘Manufacture’ 

thinking man likely to make the best 18, according to the etymology and right 
artist? No, not so either. Knowledge use of the word, ‘the making of any 
is good for him so long as he can keep thing by hands,’—directly or indirectly, 
it utterly, servilely, subordinate to With or without the help of instruments 
his own divine work, and trample it or machines, Anything proceeding from 

under his feet, and out of his way, the the hand of man is manufacture; but it 

moment it is likely to entangle him. must have proceeded from his hand only, 

And in this respect, observe, there is acting mechanically, and uninfluenced 
an enormous difference between knowl- at the moment by direct intelligence. 
edge and education. An artist need not Then, secondly, Art is the operation 
be a learned man, in all probability it of the hand and the intelligence of 
will be a disadvantage to him to be- man together: there is an art of mak- 
come so; but he ought, if possible, al- ing machinery; there isanart of build- _ 

ways to be an educated man: that is, ing ships; an art of making carriages ; 
one who has understanding of his own and so on. All these, properly called 
uses and duties in the world, and there- Arts, but not Fine Arts, are pursuits in 

fore of the general nature of the things Which the hand of man and his head go 
done and existing in the world; and together, working at the same instant. 

who has so trained himself or been Then, Fine Artis that in which the 
trained, as to turn to the best account hand, the head, and the heart of man 
whatever faculties or knowledge he has, go together.” + 

The mind of an educated manisgreater | The intellectual spirit of the present 
than the knowledge it possesses; it is day is doing great good in its own way; _ 
like the vault of heaven, encompassing but the intellect alone is sure to mis- 
the earth which lives and flonrishes be- lead. Our present condition of mind 
neath it, but the mind of an uneducated tends too much toward undue exalta- 
and learned man is like a caoutchouc tion of abstract intellectual speculation, 
band, with an everlasting spirit of con- and society will never apprehend :the 
traction in it, fastening together papers . true meaning and use of Fine Art until 
which it cannot open, and keeps others it gets its heart open. 
from opening. * “Stones of Venice.” _—t “* Two Paths,”
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ART AND PHOTOGRAPHY. 

Prorograruy has reached such per- of course, shortened in proportion, and 

fection of late, that evident confusion many subtle and delicate forms are, 

has arisen in the minds of many per- consequently, merged in _ obscurity, 

sons respecting the relative difference while others are brought out in un- 

in value between it and Fine Art; and, natural relief. 
in mere rendering of facts of external Now, much of the essential truth and 

nature, at least, they think it may super- loveliness of nature consists in these 

sede Art,* whence, persons argue, it is subtle and delicate forms and colors. 

useless for artists any longer to employ Expression of space and infinity cannot 

themselves in recording the plain aspects be attained without a representation, in 

of nature, but, instead of this, they some way, of these. Nothing but the 

should endeavour to produce works well-trained hand, guided by love and 

which should embody certain principles intelligence, can accomplish this. The 

of abstract beauty, ‘‘ unity of relation,” truthful artist aims to represent the 

&c., and thus “satisfy the artistic largest sum of most vital truth. His 

sense.” pitch of highest light is no greater than 

In view of these opinions, we submit that of the photograph; but he works 

the following remarks. his gradations with the most careful 

Photography can never supersede economy, so as to obtain the greatest 

Fine Art; and, no matter what greater possible range, although* none of the 

perfection of development it may'reach, objects represented in a work of art 

it will still remain just as imperative as can have the same relation to all the 

ever that the artist should labor faith- rest that they hold in nature, until we 

fully and patiently to record facts of can find a pigment equal in intensity of 

natural aspects; this labor being the light to the sun. 

only way in which the artist’s language The technical superiority of art to 

can be learned, and his feelings disci- photography in representing truths of 

plined to recognize the noblest condi- nature, consists in its power so to econe- 

tions of truth and beauty. mize these gradations as to represent 

But, irrespective of this, the photo- more subtle and delicate forms before 
graph cannot supersede art, because becoming merged into blackness, and 

no photograph can represent complete thus to secure a larger aggregate of 

facts. truth. 

In photography, objects are repre- Photography is an infinitely valuable 

sented in much the same way as they mechanism by which to obtain records 

are in a Claude mirror. Gradations of of limited abstract truth, and, as such, 

shade are never truly rendered by may be of great service to the artist. 

either. In nature, objects are seen Much may be learned about drawing 

under intensely strong light, which by reference to a good photograph, 

admits of an infinitely wide range of that even a man of quick natural percep- 

gradation before reaching obscurity of tions would be slow to learn without 

shade. In photography, the pitch of such help. But, unless the real short- 

light being necessarily as much lower comings of the photograph are under- 

than that of nature as paper is darker stood, it must certainly mislead if fol- 

than the sun, the range of gradation is, lowed. 

* That is, of course, leaving color out of the But beyond these merely technical 

question. matters, art differs from any mechanical
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process in being “the expression of fullness of consistent truth; bat not in 

man’s delight in God’s work,” and thus consequence of any superior beauty and 

it appeals to, and awakens all noble delicacy over such gradations of forms 

sympathy and right feeling. All labor as are given in the photograph ; for no 
of love must have something beyond human hand can approach photography 

mere mechanism at the bottom of it. in this respect. 
It is necessary for the artist in his It is the artist’s business, by har- 

stndies to do much work that may ap- moniously associated representations of 

pear to some persons like merely me- truth and loveliness, to quicken love 

chanical copying of nature; but itnever and gratify and inform the mind con- 

is such in the hands of an artist of true cerning the Creator’s work, and to lead 

feeling. it to contemplate and dwell upon those 

The technical qualities of a work of things which it is good for human souls 

art are superior to those of a photo- to heed. 

graph, in that the former contains more 

LEAVES FROM A NOTE-BOOK. 

“ How wonderful is this rock on which which before it was cut down may have 

IT am lying; a little world of varied gained twelve feet, for beiow, where, in- 

beauty and interest, changing with every deed, the soil begins to cover the rock 

new inch of surface. Look down close- somewhat thickly, there is a fine cedar 

ly upon it, so as to shut out the sur- twenty feet high at the least, with a 

rounding world, and concentrate the brave little nut-tree and a wild-cherry 

attention upon the minutest details. keeping it company; but this is at the: 

How impossible to see all or even the very outskirts of the rock. I do not 

greater part of this detail, until after step over the border where the soil 

long, patient and loving study. Look- begins to cover it out of sight; but these 

ing down upon the rock from our five things are what the eye can see without 

feet seven of height as we stand, the minute examination——without lying 

eye distinguishes divisions, layers of down upon the rock itself. One thing 

more or less marked difference in color; more, we notice, that the rock is not long 

it observes quartz, feldspar, mica, and left really bare. The soil indeed disap- 

the mosses and lichens which stain its pears, but lichens and mosses cover it 

surface. In a shallow rift filled with thickly on the north side, and spot it 
earth, bunches of grass, dried with the everywhere. 

heat, show a few green blades and ‘* But, now, lie down, and look closely, 

waving stems. farther down, in a and see how the world changes. A 

larger oasis, about the size of a dinner new life developes itself. Itisno longer 

napkin, I see a larger tuft of grass, from the rock which is prominent; it is the 

the middle of which rises a little nut life of the rock; that which before was 

tree and a cedar, each about eighteen mere incident becomes now the individ- 

inches high. Farther down, the quartz ual. This streak, which seemed from 
appears in larger stains, and in other above a nearly uniform grey, on closer 

crevices a few small mullens have sprung looking we find composed of quartz, 

up. Below, there is a taller cedar, this shaded from white to smoky amethyst 
time six feet high at least, and near it inlaid in mica, which, in its turn, is set 

the stump of what has been another, with minute pin-point crystals of horn
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blende, and garnets of various sizes,some  —‘‘Even in F’s picture, the inex- 
clear and sparkling but small, other plicable modern love of dull color, of 

masses much larger, but dull in color. sober hues has made its influence felt. 

Then, again, it is difficult to find so This has coupled itself with an equally 

much as a square inch on which the moss inexplicable dislike of definite forms; 

has not begun to grow, which it does of patterns—whether considered as ar- 

by little erect plants exceedingly small rangements of lines, or of colors of or- 

at first, and of the darkest green. The mnaments,—jewelry or other; and, at last, 

lichens, also, do their share, throw- of detail everywhere. The fatal error 

ing out their seeds, which take root in of so-called generalization has crept in 

the immediate vicinity of the mother everywhere, and putting its stigma on 
plant, and like the mosses show from individualism, has reduced Art to an un- 

the first, the color of the mother plant. happy mask. A Venetian or a Fleming 
All this time not a word of the animal would have put in place of this dull 

life, from the ants which scour the rock brown curtain, or wall-paper, behind 

in every direction, untiring and unsatis- F’s subject a curtain with some well de- 

fied—I saw two just now lugging along signed, interesting pattern, and either in 

a bit of fat pork the remnant of some- bright color, or in black relieved with 

body’s luncheon in weeks gone by as gold. Thus, behind the Virgin, in the 

big at least as fifty ants;—to the lit- extellent copy from Hewling in the 

tle burning orange-scarlet spider who Bryan gallery—‘ Joseph and Mary,’ ac- 

moves with such rapidity that it is diffi- cording to the catalogue; but, is it not 

cult to see if he has legs, much less to rather Elizabeth and Zacharias ?—there 

count them. And, just now, ona bright hangs a beautiful bit of tapestry, a black 

clear-green leaf of wild cherry there pattern on a ground of gold. Nor is 

lighted a fairy fly exquisitely delicate in the love of these things entirely dead 

shape, and with a body of such vivid, among the moderns. Baron Leys and 

but pale, green enamel as was delicious James Tissot have done very interesting 

to see. And this is the rock which we things in this way. On the hem of 

see in pictures, painted with a few Margaret’s apron, in Tissot’s picture in 

daubs of gray, and perhaps blotted here the Artists’ Fund, there is a bit of em- 

and there with a patch of green! ” broidery very ingenious in color and 

July 4, 1863. form.” 

‘¢ He who feeds men serveth few ; 

He serves all, who dares be true.” 

. EMERSON.
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THE NEW PATH 
PUBLISHED BY THE 

Society for the Advancement of 

TRUTH IN ART. | 

_ “Write the things which thon hast seen, and the things which are, 
and the things that shall be hereafter.” 

ee eee 

To the Public, by and forever informed that it wil] not 

cease to be published for that reason. 
Tue New Para having nearly But Tie New Pars has a mission 

completed its first year can no longer 4, perform and will continue to per- 
be considered as an experiment. On form it as long as it has power. 
the contrary, it is a suecess almost be- To this end it will contain nothing but 
yond the expectation of its publishers. what appertains to that mission ; 
This fact is more particularly gratifying and if the public enjoy it, it will 

to those, who, conscious of being not be because of its pleasant read- 
obliged to stem the current of popular ing matter, but because they see that we 
prejudice, feel their main support in are in earnest, respect the truth and 
the inherent strength of the cause fog] conviction. 
they advocate. We have thus far bat- Tue New Parn, therefore, seeks not 

tled with the one strong weapon, go much patronage as circulation. It 
Truth, and have found it sure and wants to be heard everywhere, and it is 
trusty; and, though conscious of many the desire of its publishers that it may 
shortcomings, we are confident that ¢ome under the notice of every person 
the “truth is strong and must prevail.” who takes an interest in, or who can 

It was never intended that Tne New exert any influence upon the develop- 
Pars should fulfil the objects of what ment of American Art. Advocating 
is usually called an “Art Journal.” the necessary unity of the arts of 
It does not pretend to give the news of Painting, Architecture and Sculpture, 
the day, nor does it desire to become it should be read, not only by every 
attractive on account of the literary one who buys a picture or statue, but 
merit of its articles or the high sound- by every person who builds or has an 
ing names of contributors. Its pages influence to exert upon the design of a 
are not intended to contribute to en- house. 
joyment, except that which results from The size is sixteen double-column 
obtaining information. It contains no pages octavo. The price will remain 
‘‘ Art Items,” biographical notices or as heretofore—one dollar a year, pay- 
continued stories. Neither has it been able in advance—single copies, ten 
started with any idea of making money. cents. 
The only pay that its editors and con- Subscriptions and communications 
tributors receiveis the consciousness of should always be addressed to “The 
having performed their duty. The New Path,” Box 4740, New York. 
publishers of Tuz New Parn are only The agent for the sale of single copies 
desirous that it should pay itsexpenses, at retail is August Brentano, 708 
as it is published at a price barely Broadway, New York, who always has 
above the cost of printing. If in back numbers. The new volume com- 
this it should fail, its enemies are here- mences May 1, 1864.
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2 To the Public. 

The following extracts from its pages this union of the Arts is necessary for 

will sufficiently illustrate the object ‘Pe full development of each. 
., y . OP’ ‘““We hold that it is necessary, in 

and principles of Tm New Patu: times when true art is little practiced 
( . r understood, to look back to other ‘We hold that the primary object or Bnmenssbooe: . wes 

f Art is sheery : periods for instruction and inspiration ; 
of Artis to observe and record truth, . . : Wi 
hether eos ve ’. that, in seeking for a system of Archi- 

whether of the visible universe or of m4 oy : 
oer All o . tecture suitable for such study, we 

emotion. All great Art results from . ; 44 + 
an errnes , | : shall find it only in that of the middle 
an earnest love of the beauty and per- ) : . | 
fec : 1, oe ae Ages, of which the most perfect de- ectness of God’s creation, and isthe < | . 1 4} i 
at vat} ; velopment is known as Gothie Archi- 
attempt to tell the truth about it. . te - 
TI at tne . tecture. This Architecture demands 
The greatest Art includes the widest . . ty - +, absolutely true and constructive build- 
range, recording, with equal fidelity, ; 

1 ‘ations at tha F | > ing; alone, of all the styles that have the aspirations of the human soul, and os . 4 the humblest facts of physical Nature prevailed on earth, it calls for complete 
. oe piye ou Ne" and faithful study of Nature for its 
“That the imagination can do its decoration. It affords the widest pos- 

work, and free invention is possible gible field for every decorative Art, for 

only when the knowledge of external Sculpture of natural forms, for Paint- 
ae Is extended and accurate. ing of every noble kind, for the render- 
‘his know ledge, moreover, with sym- ing of noble forms and colors in glass- 

pathy and reverence, will make happy painting, mosaic, metal-working, pot- 
and useful artists of those to whom tery and furniture; and it is based 
imagination and Inventive power are ypon a system of building more nearly 

denied. oo. _ than any other that which we at 
That beauty, in the vain pursuit present need. The exact reproduction 

of which generations of Artists have of medieval work is only desirable so 

wasted their lives, can only be appre- far as it may be necessary to regain the 
clated and seized by those who are Jogt knowledge of the vital principles 
trained to observe and record all that controlled it. Out of the careful 

truths with equal exactness. True study and application of these princi- 
Art, representing Nature as she is, ples, a true and perfect Architecture is 
discovers all her beauty, and records it gure to arise, adapted to all our wants, 

all. The art w hich seeks beauty alone, and affording the most ample field pos- 
disobeying Nature’s law of contrastand gible for the display of our artistic 
narrowing the Artist's mind, loses power. 

beauty and truth together. “We hold that the revival of Art in 
“Therefore, that the right course for our own time, of which the principal 

young Artists is faithful and loving manifestations have been in England, 
representations of Nature, “selecting is full of promise for the future and 
nothing and rejecting nothing,” seek- consolation for the present. That the 
ing only to express the greatest possible Pre-Raphaelite school is founded on 
amount of fact. It is, moreover, their principles of eternal truth. That the 
duty to strive for the greatest attain- efforts for the restoration of the so- 
‘able power of drawing, in view of the called Gothic Art, have been, in the 
vast amount of good talent, of wit, main, well-directed. That the hope 
knowledge and pleasant fancy, which for true Art in the future is in the 
is lost and wasted around us every day complete and permanent success of this 
from mere want of ability to give it great reformation.” 
due expression. 

We hold that in all times of great _—_ 
Art, there has been a close connection 
between Architecture, Sculpture, and “There is need of a journal of this 
Painting; that Sculpture and Painting, sort in which art can be treated with 
-having been first called into being for more justice and a broader criticism 
the decoration of buildings, have found than it has thus far received at the 
their highest perfection when habitu- hands of our public prints. Most of 
ally associated with Architecture; that the writing on art which we find in the 
Architecture derives its greatest glory newspapers is personal, either in what 
from such association; therefore that it praises or what it condemns, and is
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apt to be feebly apologetic, if moved to frank and generous criticism. While 
_ speak with any directness, as if artists we mean that in these pages what we 

were made of more fragile clay than believe to be the truth shall be spoken 
other men, and were to be much more’ without fear and without favor we also 
daintily handled. We holdto a different aim to criticise on far higher than 
view, and believe that to be a good, personal grounds, and to apply the 
not to say a great artist, a man needs same tests to works of painting and 
such powers of brain and heart as are sculpture that all men are agreed in 
quite inconsistent with irritability or applying to written works of imagina- 
unwillingness to hear the words of tion and fancy.” 

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS. 

Krom the North American Review. in a style of not less uncommon trans- 
5 , parency and unobtrusive beauty. 
By far the most interesting and note- The fact that there is in this country 

worthy American publication concern- 4 much empty, unmeaning and igno- 

ing Art, during the past year, is the pant talk about Art, is likely to prevent 
little journal called by the somewhat «The New Path” from receiving from 

vague and inappropriate name of “The the wearied public the attention it 
New Path.” Unheralded by advertise-  qoseryes. But a journal holding faith- 
ments, appearing without name of fully in view the object of promoting. 
publisher, editor, or contributor, it truth (that is truthfulness) in Art, 
makes no immodest claim to the atten- ought to fulfil an important part in 

tion of the public. It rests its claim, correcting the prevailing false opinions, 
whatever it may be, upon its intrinsic and in cultivating the undeveloped and 
merits, And in truth there has been to often misdirected taste of the com- 
no discourse or criticism upon matters munity. “The New Path” may not 

of Art in America so valuable as its gain a wide and general success, but it 
Stra oe singe the essay ee) rhe gives happy promise for the future of 
h Le r af r . * os . . 

Crayon.” For among the writers in Art in America, oy giving pi 00 the 
“The New Path” are men, not only kere and artists, ‘ol | . ae ’ thinkers and artists to which the truth- 
of talent, but of serious convictions and seeking reformers who contribute to 
independent thought. Disciples of Mr. it, pages belong. It is a small school 

Ruskin, they are no blind followers 4. yet, but it includes the most genuine 
even of that great master, to whom a >tistic aspirations and the most ardent 
every true lover of art must confess his g.ojing of the times. Its influence is 
inestimable obligations. They are be- already deeply felt, and if its leaders 

holden, indeed to him, not only for hold firmly to their own principles, they 
quickened perceptions of natural Vi finally be recognized as the re- 

beauty, but for understanding that qeemers of American Art from its 
truth to nature is the test of all art, present servitude to tradition and false- 
the most imaginative no less than the hood, and its subserviency to the popu- 
most literal. rhe opinions of the jar preference for what is showy and 
writers of “The New Path,” even  samired to what is intrinsically worthy 
when far from popular, are expressed  o¢ admiration ; . 
with manly frankness and - honesty. —_ 
There is occasionally in its pages atone From the Civil Engineer and Architects’ 
of dogmatism and self-sufficiency, oc- Journal, Lond 
casionally also a crudity and want of SOUPNEL, LOREON, 
completeness, which, being combined Our readers will learn with pleasure 
with singular sincerity and simplicity, that a new monthly periodical, ‘ The 
not unpleasantly reveal the youth New Path” has been established in 
while indicating the capacity for New York. Its promoters intend to 
growth of the writers. But ‘‘The devote its pages to the promotion of 
New Path’? has always contained Fine Art generally. It has reached 
essays which exhibit rare clearness and Part 6, and from the excellent charac- 
consecutiveness of thought, expressed ter of the contents it certainly well-
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deserves, and we hope will receive ex- theircalm presumption compels inquiry, 
| tensive professional support. We while their spirit is like that of all 

heartily wish for it a great success. prophets, self-confident, aggressive, un- 
, compromising, appearing to the specta- 

From the New York Tribune. tor arrogant, and to the unbeliever im- 

This is a small nut but with plenty of pertinent. This at least they show— 
meat. Itis a curious product of cur- Study and thought, intense and im- 
rent literature in its earnestness,—its ™ense conviction, no parrot phrases 
contempt of the received traditions of bout high art, no flippancy of censure, 
art,—its naive assumption of infallibil- 2° looseness of phrase; but a, certain 
ity,—its quiet ignoring of popular repu- measured, almost solemn style of 
tations,—its frank, evidently honest, speech, ideas well-considered, words 
but intensely opinionated, and cruelly nicely weighed, and sentences, decided- 

destructive judgments, pronounced asif ly not vehemently pronounced, and 
from the tip-top of some oracular searching the marrow of the bones. 
mountain,—and its marked ability. Such an element in the criticism of art 

The writers who issue their edicts from _ 1s a novelty at least, and may be useful. 
behind a veil—no name of editor, con- We should like to hear more of these. 
tributos, or publisher being announced self-sufficient geniuses—they are clear- 

—are men with a mission, disciples of ly men of progress, and that is some- 
John Ruskin, and American prophets thing—they have “swallowed all the 
of Pre-Raphaelitism. Their palpable formulas” of conventional art, and it is 

° ° . 7 . 1 é6 ; 1 av 
sincerity challenges attention, their in- OU! wish that ‘“ good digestion may 
tellectual power commands respect, Wait on appetite and health on both. 

TO SUBSCRIBERS. 

As the May number will commence the second volume, subscribers are notified that anew sub- 

scription book. will be made up and no names will be entered until the price of subscription for the 

ensuing year shall have been received. Any omission to remit the same will be considered a notice to 

cease sending THE NEW PATH, after April, 1864. 

THE NEW PaTH has been enlarged, during the present year, from 12 to 16 pages, and will continue 

to be of that size. Additional improvements will be made to the second volume. 

Bound volumes will be ready as soon as the year closes. 

{[ADVERTISEMENT. ] 

| THE want of proper illustration of what we so often allude to as “ faithful study from nature, 

has so long been felt, that the proprietors of this journal propose to publish a series of ten photographs 

from drawings and paintings by men of the Realist School, provided a sufficient number of subscriptions 

are received to warrant the undertaking. The photographs will vary from five to eight inches in ex- 

treme dimension, and will be mounted on uniform cardboard, fourteen by twenty-two inches in size. 

The price of the set of ten will bo six dollars; of single copies, seventy-five cents, Specimens can be 

. seen at the store of A. Brentano, 708 Broadway, N. Y. Persons intending to subscribe will please send 

| ‘word to that effect, as’soon as possible, to the New Path, Box 4740, New York.



We, the undersigned, desirous of forming an Association for 

the Advancement of the Cause of Truru 1x Art, do agree upon the 

following Articles of Organization; and do pledge ourselves to 

. carry ont, by every means in our power, the principles therein 

stated. 

ARTICLE FIRST. | 

We hold that the primary object of Art is to observe and 

record truth, whether of the visible universe or of emotion. Al] 

great Art results from an earnest love of the beauty and perfectness 

of God’s creation, and is the attempt to tell the truth about it. 

The greatest Art includes the widest range, recording, with equal oe 

fidelity, the aspirations of the human soul, and the humblest facts 

of physical Nature. 

That the imagination can do its work, and free invention is 

possible only when the knowledge of external Nature is extended 

and accurate. This knowledge, moreover, with sympathy and 

reverence, will make happy and useful artists of those to whom im- 

agination and inventive power are denied.



That beauty, in the vain pursuit of which generations of 

Artists have wasted their lives, can only be appreciated and seized 

by those who are trained to observe and record all truths, with 

equal exactness. True Art, representing Nature as she is, discovers 

all her beauty and records it all. The Art which seeks beauty 

alone, disobeying Nature’s law of contrast and narrowing the Ar- 

tist’s mind, loses beauty and truth together. 

Therefore, that the right course for young Artists is faithful 

and loving representation of Nature, ‘ selecting nothing and reject- 

ing nothing,” seeking only to express the greatest possible 

amount of fact. It is, moreover, their duty to strive for the 

greatest attainable power of drawing, in view of the vast amount 

of good talent, of wit, knowledge and pleasant fancy, which is lost 

and wasted around us every day from mere want of ability to give 

it due expression. 

We hold that, in all times of great Art, there has been a close 

connection between Architecture, Sculpture and Painting; that 

Sculpture and Painting, having been first called into being for the 

decoration of buildings, have found their highest perfection when 

habitually associated with Architecture; that Architecture derives 

its greatest glory from such association ; therefore, that this union 

of the Arts is necessary for the full development of each. 

We hold that it is necessary, in times when true Art is little 

practiced or understood, to look back to other periods for instruc- 

tion and inspiration. That, in seeking for a system of Architecture 

éuitable for such study, we shall find it only in that of the middle 

Ages, of which the most perfect development is known as Gothic 

Architecture. This Architecture demands absolutely true and con-



structive building - alone, of all the styles that have prevailed on 

earth, it calls for complete and faithful study of Nature for its decor- 

ation. It affords the widest possible field for every decorative Art, - 

for Sculpture of natural forms, for Painting of every noble kind, for 

the rendering of noble forms and colors in glass-painting, mosaic, 

metal-working, pottery and furniture; and it is based upon a system 

of building more nearly than any other that which we at present 

need. The exact reproduction of medieval work is only desirable 

so far as it may be necessary to regain the lost knowledge of the 

vital principles that controlled it. Out of the careful study and ap- 

plication of these principles, a true and perfect Architecture is sure 

to arise, adapted to all our wants, and affording the most ample field 

possible for the display of our artistic power. | 

We hold that the revival of Art in our own time, of which the 

principal manifestations have been in England, is full of promise for 

the futtre and consolation for the present. That the Pre-Raphaelite 

school is founded on principles of eternal truth. That the efforts 

for the restoration of the so-called Gothic Art, have been, in the 

main, well directed. That the hope for true Art in the future is in 

the complete and permanent success of this great reformation. 

ARTICLE SECOND. 

Our objects in forming this Association are—to secure for our- 

selves encouragement and mutual instruction, to assist meritorious 

artists who may need help, to develop latent artistic ability, espe- 

cially among the class of mechanics, and to educate the public to a 

better understanding of the representative Arts. 

To secure these objects we propose, as we have means, and op- 

portunity shall serve :



ist. Tohold mectings as often as twice a month, at such times 

as may be appointed. At these meetings papers shall be read on 

matters connected with Art; members shall exhibit works of their 

own, and shall make such explanation of their spirit and meaning 

as shall tend to the best instruction of their fellow members; an 

opportunity shall be afforded for free and ample discussion, formal 

or informal, of Art subjects, and for remarks 4y the members con- 

cerning matters of observation, experience, reading or thought, 

which they may think note-worthy. 

2d. To buy works of Art, which may be thoroughly naturalis- 

tic and of unusual merit. To give commissions for faithful studies 

from Nature. To assist pecuniarily, in the above or in other ways, 

young men of promise who may show a resolve or desire to devote 

themselves to truth in Art. 

3d. To offer prizes for open competition in the arts of Draw- 

ing and Painting, Sculpture and Architecture; and in the various 

branches of ornamental manufacture and design. 

Ath. To conduct or assist public exhibitions of naturalistic art. 

5th. To conduct public lectures, whether by members of the 

Association, or by persons invited for the purpose. 

6th. To conduct a journal or magazine for general circulation, 

containing critical notices and essays, with any matter that may 

tend to advance our cause; and affording the Association a conve- 

nient medium for such appeals to the public as it may be expedient 

to make. 

ARTICLE THIRD. 

The officers of this Association shall be, at first, a President, 

a Vice President, a Treasurer and a Secretary. The duty of the
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